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Abstract
In this paper Quantum Mechanics with Fundamental Length is
chosen as Quantum Mechanics at Planck’s scale. This is possible
due to the presence in the theory of General Uncertainty Relations
(GUR). Here Quantum Mechanics with Fundamental Length is ob-
tained as a deformation of Quantum Mechanics. The distinguishing
feature of the proposed approach in comparison with previous ones,
lies on the fact that here density matrix subjects to deformation
whereas so far commutators have been deformed. The density ma-
trix obtained by deformation of quantum-mechanical density one
is named throughout this paper density pro-matrix, which at low
energy limit turns to the density matrix. This transition corre-
sponds to non-unitary one from Quantum Mechanics with GUR to
Quantum mechanics. Below the implications of obtained results are
enumerated.New view on the Black Holes Information Paradox are
discussed
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1 Introduction
In this paper Quantum Mechanics with Fundamental Length is chosen as
Quantum Mechanics at Planck’s scale. This is possible due to the presence
in the theory of General Uncertainty Relations. Here Quantum Mechanics
with Fundamental Length is obtained as a deformation of Quantum Me-
chanics. The distinguishing feature of the proposed approach in compari-
son with previous ones, lies on the fact that here density matrix subjects
to deformation whereas so far commutators have been deformed. The den-
sity matrix obtained by deformation of quantum-mechanical density one
is named throughout this paper density pro-matrix. Within our approach
two main features of Quantum Mechanics are conserved: the probabilis-
tic interpretation of the theory and the well-known measuring procedure
corresponding to that interpretation.It was shown also, inflationary model
contains two different (unitary non-equivalent) Quantum Mechanics: the
first one describes nature at the Planck scale and it is based on the GUR.
The second one is obtained as a limit transition from Planck scale to low
energy one and it is based on the Heisenberg uncertainty relations. The
interpretation of obtained results as well as their implications are discussed
below, in particular the new view on the Black Holes Information Paradox.
2 General Uncertainty Relations and Fun-
damental Length
Let’s start considering the Heisenberg Uncertainty relation (position-momentum)
[1] :
∆x ≥ ~
∆p
. (1)
In the last 14-15 years a lot of papers were issued in which authors using
string theory [2], gravitation [3], Quantum theory of black holes [4] and
other methods [5] shown that Heisenberg Uncertainty relations should be
modified. In particular, a high energy addition have to appear
△x ≥ ~△p + αL
2
p
△p
~
. (2)
Where Lp - the Planck length, Lp =
√
G~
c3
≃ 1, 6 10−35m and α > 0 is a
constant. In paper [3] was shown this constant can be chosen equal to 1.
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However, here we will use α as an arbitrary constant without any concrete
value. The inequality (2) is quadratic with respect to △p
αL2p(△p)2 − ~△x△p+ ~2 ≤ 0 (3)
and from it follows the fundamental length is
△xmin = 2√αLp (4)
Since further we are going to base only on the existence of fundamental
length it is necessary to point out this fact was established not only from
GUR. For instance, in [6],[7] using an ideal experiment dealing with grav-
itation field it was obtained the lower bound on limit length, which was
improved in [8] without GUR to an estimate of the type ∼ Lp. In what
follows we will use the abbreviations GUR for General Uncertainty Rela-
tions(2) and UR for Heisenberg Uncertainty Relations (2) correspondingly.
3 Density matrix and its deformation
Let’s consider in some detail the equation (4). Squaring it left and right
side, we obtain
(∆X̂2) ≥ 4αL2p (5)
or in terms of density matrix
Sp[(ρX̂2)− Sp2(ρX̂)] ≥ 4αL2p > 0 (6)
where X̂ is the coordinate operator. Expression (6) gives the measuring
rule used in QM. However, in the case considered here, in comparison with
QM, the right part of (6) cannot be done arbitrarily near to zero since it
is limited by l2min > 0, where due to GUR lmin ∼ Lp.
Apparently, this may be due to the fact that QMFL with GUR (2)
is unitary non-equivalent to QM with UR. Actually, in QM the left-hand
side of (6) can be chosen arbitrary closed to zero, whereas in QMFL this
is impossible. But if two theories are unitary equivalent then, the form
of their spurs should be retained. Besides, a more important aspect is
contributing to unitary non-equivalence of these two theories: QMFL con-
tains three fundamental constants (independent parameters) G, c and ~,
whereas QM contains only one: ~. Within an inflationary model (see [10]),
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QM is the low-energy limit of QMFL (QMFL turns to QM) for the expan-
sion of the Universe. In this case, the second term in the right-hand side
of (2) vanishes and GUR turn to UR. A natural way for studying QMFL is
to consider this theory as a deformation of QM, turning to QM at the low
energy limit (during the expansion of the Universe after the Big Bang). We
will consider precisely this option. However differing from authors of pa-
pers [4], [5] and others, we do not deform commutators, but density matrix,
leaving at the same time the fundamental quantum-mechanical measuring
rule (6) without changes. Here the following question may be formulated:
how should be deformed density matrix conserving quantum-mechanical
measuring rules in order to obtain self-consistent measuring procedure in
QMFL? For answering to the question we will use the R-procedure. For
starting let us to consider R-procedure both at the Planck’s energy scale
and at the low-energy one. At the Planck’s scale a ≈ ilmin or a ∼ iLp,
where i is a small quantity. Further a tends to infinity and we obtain for
density matrix
Sp[ρa2]− Sp[ρa]Sp[ρa] ≃ l2min or Sp[ρ]− Sp2[ρ] ≃ l2min/a2.
Therefore:
1. When a <∞, Sp[ρ] = Sp[ρ(a)] and Sp[ρ]− Sp2[ρ] > 0. Then,
Sp[ρ] < 1 that corresponds to the QMFL case.
2. When a = ∞, Sp[ρ] does not depend on a and Sp[ρ] − Sp2[ρ] → 0.
Then, Sp[ρ] = 1 that corresponds to the QM case.
How should be points 1 and 2 interpreted? How does analysis above-given
agree to the main result from [18] 1? It is in full agreement. Indeed, when
state-vector reduction (R-procedure) takes place in QM then, always an
eigenstate (value) is chosen exactly. In other words, the probability is equal
to 1. As it was pointed out in the above-mentioned point 1 the situation
changes when we consider QMFL: it is impossible to measure coordinates
exactly since it never will be absolutely reliable. We obtain in all cases a
probability less than 1 (Sp[ρ] = p < 1). In other words, any R-procedure
in QMFL leads to an eigenvalue, but only with a probability less than 1.
This probability is as near to 1 as far the difference between measuring
1”... there cannot be any physical state which is a position eigenstate since a eigen-
state would of course have zero uncertainty in position”
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scale a and lmin is growing, or in other words, when the second term in (2)
becomes insignificant and we turn to QM. Here there is not a contradiction
with [18]. In QMFL there are not exact coordinate eigenstates (values) as
well as there are not pure states. In this paper we do not consider operator
properties in QMFL as it was done in [18] but density-matrix properties.
The properties of density matrix in QMFL and QM have to be different.
The only reasoning in this case may be as follows: QMFL must differ from
QM, but in such a way that in the low-energy limit a density matrix in
QMFL must coincide with the density matrix in QM. That is to say, QMFL
is a deformation of QM and the parameter of deformation depends on the
measuring scale. This means that in QMFL ρ = ρ(x), where x is the scale,
and for x→∞ ρ(x)→ ρ̂, where ρ̂ is the density matrix in QM.
Since on the Planck’s scale Sp[ρ] < 1, then for such scales ρ = ρ(x),
where x is the scale, is not a density matrix as it is generally defined in
QM. On Planck’s scale we name ρ(x) ”density pro-matrix”. As follows
from the above, the density matrix ρ̂ appears in the limit
lim
x→∞
ρ(x)→ ρ̂, (7)
when GUR (2) turn to UR and QMFL turns to QM.
Thus, on Planck’s scale the density matrix is inadequate to obtain all
information about the mean values of operators. A ”deformed” density
matrix (or pro-matrix) ρ(x) with Sp[ρ] < 1 has to be introduced because
a missing part of information 1−Sp[ρ] is encoded in the quantity l2min/a2,
whose specific weight decreases as the scale a expressed in units of lmin is
going up.
4 QMFL as a deformation of QM by density
matrix
Here we are going to describe QMFL as a deformation of QM using the
density pro-matrix formalism. In this context density pro-matrix has to
be understood as a deformed density matrix in QMFL. As fundamental
deformation parameter we will use β = l2min/x
2, where x is the scale.
Definition 1.
Any system in QMFL is described by a density pro-matrix ρ(β) =
∑
i ωi(β)|i ><
i|, where
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1. 0 < β ≤ 1/4;
2. The vectors |i > form a full orthonormal system;
3. ωi(β) ≥ 0 and for all i there is a finite limit lim
β→0
ωi(β) = ωi;
4. Sp[ρ(β)] =
∑
i ωi(β) < 1,
∑
i ωi = 1;
5. For any operator B and any β there is a mean operator B, which
depends on β:
< B >β=
∑
i
ωi(β) < i|B|i > .
At last, in order to match our definition with the result of section 2 the
next condition has to be fulfilled:
Sp[ρ(β)]− Sp2[ρ(β)] ≈ β, (8)
from which we can find the meaning of the quantity Sp[ρ(β)], which satis-
fies the condition of definition:
Sp[ρ(β)] ≈ 1
2
+
√
1
4
− β. (9)
From point 5. it follows, that < 1 >β= Sp[ρ(β)]. Therefore for any
scalar quantity f we have < f >β= fSp[ρ(β)]. In particular, the mean
value < [xµ, pν ] >β is equal to
< [xµ, pν ] >β= i~δµ,νSp[ρ(β)] (10)
We will call density matrix the limit lim
β→0
ρ(β) = ρ. It is evident, that in
the limit β → 0 we turn to QM. Here we would like to verify, that two
cases described above correspond to the meanings of β. In the first case
when β is near to 1/4. In the second one when it is near to zero.
From the definitions given above it follows that < (j >< j) >β= ωj(β).
From which the condition of completeness on β is
< (
∑
i |i >< i|) >β=< 1 >β= Sp[ρ(β)]. The norm of any vector |ψ >,
assigned to β can be defined as
< ψ|ψ >β=< ψ|(
∑
i |i >< i|)β|ψ >=< ψ|(1)β|ψ >=< ψ|ψ > Sp[ρ(β)],
where < ψ|ψ > is the norm in QM, or in other words when β → 0. By
analogy, for probabilistic interpretation the same situation takes place in
the described theory, but only changing ρ by ρ(β).
Some remarks:
I. The considered above limit covers at the same time Quantum and
Classical Mechanics. Indeed, since β = l2min/x
2 = G~/c3x2, so we
obtain:
a. (~ 6= 0, x→∞)⇒ (β → 0) for QM;
b. (~→ 0, x→∞)⇒ (β → 0) for Classical Mechanics;
II. The parameter of deformation β should take the meaning 0 < β ≤ 1.
However, as we can see from (9), and as it was indicated in the
section 2, Sp[ρ(β)] is well defined only for 0 < β ≤ 1/4.That is if
x = ilmin and i ≥ 2 then, there is not any problem. At the very point
with fundamental length x = lmin ∼ Lp there is a singularity, which
is connected with the appearance of the complex value of Sp[ρ(β)],
or in other words it is connected with the impossibility of obtain a
diagonalized density pro-matrix at this point over the field of real
numbers. For this reason definition 1 at the initial point do not has
any sense.
III. We have to consider the question about solutions (8). For instance,
one of the solutions (8), at least at first order on β is ρ∗(β) =∑
i αiexp(−β)|i >< i|, where all αi > 0 do not depend on β and
their sum is equal to 1, that is Sp[ρ∗(β)] = exp(−β). Indeed, we can
easy verify that
Sp[ρ∗(β)]− Sp2[ρ∗(β)] = β +O(β2). (11)
Note that in the momentum representation β = p2/p2max, where
pmax ∼ ppl and ppl is the Planck’s momentum. When present in
matrix elements, exp(−β) can damp the contribution of great mo-
menta in a perturbation theory.
IV. It is clear, that in the proposed description of states, which have a
probability equal to 1, or in others words pure states can appear only
in the limit β → 0, or when all states ωi(β) except one of them are
equal to zero, or when they tend to zero at this limit.
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V. We suppose, that all definitions concerning density matrix can be
transferred to the described above deformation of Quantum Mechan-
ics (QMFL) changing the density matrix ρ by the density pro-matrix
ρ(β) and turning then to the low energy limit β → 0. In particular,
for statistical entropy we have
Sβ = −Sp[ρ(β) ln(ρ(β))]. (12)
The quantity Sβ, evidently never is equal to zero, since ln(ρ(β)) 6= 0
and, therefore Sβ may be equal to zero only at the limit β → 0.
5 Some Implications
1. If we carry out a measurement in a defined scale,we cannot consider a
density pro-matrix, density pro-matrix with a precision, which exceed
some limit of order ∼ 10−66+2n , where 10−n is the scale in which the
measurement is carried out. In most of the known cases this precision
is quite enough for considering density pro-matrix the density matrix.
However, at the Planck scale, where Quantum Gravity effects cannot
be neglected and energy is of the Planck order the difference between
ρ(x) and ρ̂ have to be considered.
2. At the Planck scale the notion of wave function of the Universe,
introduced by J.A. Wheeler and B. deWitt [9] does not work and in
this case quantum gravitation effects can be described only with the
help of density pro-matrix ρ.
3. Since density pro-matrix ρ depends on the scale in which the mea-
surement is carried out, so the evolution of the Universe within in-
flation model paradigm [10] is not an unitary process, because, oth-
erwise the probability pi would be conserved.
4. As density pro-matrix ρ for a pure state does not exist, so ln ρ 6= 0
and statistical entropy S = −Sp[ρ ln ρ] 6= 0 is never equal to zero
at the Planck scale, and condition S = −Sp[ρ ln ρ] = 0 can be used
only with a certain degree of precision depending on the scale.
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6 On the problem of black holes informa-
tion paradox
The obtained above results give us a new approach to the solution of
Hawking problem on coherence (unitary) and information loss in black
holes [11]. Indeed, the relation (7) describes the limit transition from den-
sity pro-matrix ρ to density matrix ρ̂ or in others words, from GUR to UR.
Is it possible the inverse transition from density matrix ρ̂ to density pro-
matrix ρ and correspondingly, from (1) to (2) ? The answer is affirmative.
This transition is possible when matter are absorbed by a black hole if we
consider,that quantum gravity effects are important when we are trying to
describe physical effects in a black hole, as it was do in (2)[12]. Thereby
we have the next symmetric and equivalent transitions:
I.GUR(Big Bang,Origin Singularity) 7→ UR 7→ GUR(Black Holes,Singula-
rities);
II.Density Pro-Matrix(mix states) 7→ Density Matrix(mix states,pure sta-
tes) 7→ Density Pro-Matrix(mix states).
In all papers on coherence and information loss in black holes (for in-
stance, [13],[14]) so far, the authors have handled with the right side I and II
or another words, with the transitions UR 7→GUR(Black Holes,Singularities),
Density Matrix(mix states,pure states) 7→ Density Pro-Matrix(mix states),
which are non-unitary according to the obtained above results. However it
is evidently, that it is more rightful if we study I and II completely, in other
words, if we add the left sides GUR(Big Bang,Origin Singularity) 7→ UR
Density Pro-Matrix(mix states) 7→ Density Matrix(mix states,pure states)
correspondingly. Then, starting from Density Pro-Matrix(mix states) we
come back to Density Pro-Matrix(mix states) and unitarity and informa-
tion can be restored. It is necessary to remark,that for primordial black
holes in I and II their middle part vanishes, since all processes take place
in the early universe, and we obtain the same result
Density Pro-Matrix(mix states)) 7→ Density Pro-Matrix(mix states)
Besides that, it is evident, that the appearance of a space-time singularity,
except of the initial singularity in Classical Theory, in Quantum Theory
means the transition from UR to GUR or from (1) to (2). In the case
of initial singularity we have Quantum Theory with GUR from the very
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beginning.
7 Conclusion
As it was noted in [15] all known approaches to justify Quantum Gravity
one way or another lead to the notion of fundamental length. Besides that
GUR (2), which as well lead to that notion are well described within the
inflation model [16]. Therefore to understand physics at the Planck scale
without these notions, apparently is not possible. Besides that, it is neces-
sary to consider one more aspect of this problem. As it was noted in [17] ,
when a new physical theory is created, it implies the introduction of a new
parameter and the deformation of precedent theory by this parameter. All
these deformation parameters are in their essence fundamental constants:
G,c and ~ (more exactly in [17] c ~ instead of c, 1/c is used). It is pos-
sible to join some these parameters in an unique theory. For example G
and c in the General Theory of the relativity, c and ~ in QFT. In [17] the
next question was formulated : what could be the theory , which contains
all three fundamental constants, or in other words all three deformation
parameters? From all these follows the question in [17] can be revised: is
the theory with fundamental length, the theory which by definition con-
tains all three fundamental parameters Lp =
√
G~
c3
by definition ?. In [17]
the limit transition from one Quantum Mechanics to another, described
as L2p/x
2 → 0 can be understood as Lp → 0, that in the considered case
corresponds either G → 0,c → ∞ (in the case of Quantum Mechanics),
or G → 0,c tend to a finite quantity (in the case of Relativistic Quantum
theory).
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